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We propose a method to gather large amounts of mathematical definitions from mathematical documents available online. Recent work indicates that well known text classification
algorithms [2, 3] can have excellent accuracy at determining when a certain paragraph is in
fact a definition [6]. These algorithms are trained on large math corpora available online like
the arXiv website. The LATEX source code of these documents is first converted into a more
structured format like XML or HTML with the software package LaTeXML [10]. The content
of the resulting files is then tokenized and fed into a word embedding algorithm like GloVe [12].
This has been implemented already and is available in [5].
As training data for the classifier, we use the passages of certain articles that are labeled as
definitions by the author by placing them in certain LATEX macro environments. These macros
are normally defined in the preamble of the document using the \newtheorem macro. LaTeXML
deals with the user defined macros and tags the corresponding text in the output. We have
performed small experiments which show great promise. And these were confirmed with the
results shown on the website https://corpora.mathweb.org/classify_paragraph.
The classifier takes the text of each paragraph of an article and outputs an estimate of the
probability of it being a definition. Alternatively, a sliding window method can be used to
obtain passages that produce a high probability. This method has the advantage of finding the
definitions that are not expressed in precisely one paragraph, nevertheless it implies evaluating
the classifier on a larger number of passages. In this situation, we consider the fasttext method
in [8] which has a slightly lower accuracy but evaluates a passage much faster than any method
previously considered.
Next, we plan to organize the definitions in an ordered tree structure where the nodes of
the tree are definitions and the order represents the dependence between the nodes. In each
definition we will identify the definiendum (i.e., the term being defined) by adapting a named
entity recognition algorithm described in [13]. Moreover, by applying well established methods
like [11, 4] to detect common phrases we can identify concepts with name spanning multiple
words. We can also deal with the polysemy and synonymy [14, 7] which is very common in
mathematical jargon by performing disambiguation on the cases polysemy and marking or
merging the nodes that show synonymy.
We plan to produce a data set that would be useful in the formalization of mathematical
theories, by giving a rough survey of the mathematical landscape. As another example, a
database of virtually all the definitions in mathematics can be used to create user interfaces
that allows authors to produce semiformal [9] versions of their work. This user interface would
let authors browse all the alternative definitions of a given term, allowing them to reuse and
improve on previous entries. We also plan to make all data freely available as part of the Formal
Abstracts Project [1], in the hope of getting feedback from the interested community to improve
and shape future iterations of this work.
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